
Vocabulary Definitions



an individual without a 
hearing loss



having a partial loss of 
hearing



partially or completely without 
the sense of hearing; when 
capitalized, Deaf refers to the 
community of deaf people who 
use ASL as their primary 
means of communication



individuals who have a 
significant loss of hearing 
and vision



the total or partial 
inability to hear sound in 
one or both ears



a small electronic 
apparatus that amplifies 
sound and is worn in or 
behind the ear for those 
with at least a minimal 
hearing loss



a device of usually acrylic, 
vinyl, or silicone that fits 
within the outer ear, is 
connected by way of a tube to 
a hearing aid worn behind the 
ear, and passes sound from 
the hearing aid to the ear 
canal



a surgically-implanted 
electronic device that 
simulates the cochlea, for 
people with significant 
hearing loss



the study of the ear and 
hearing



a person who measures 
and manages hearing



a graph that represents a 
person’s hearing



a unit for measuring how 
loud a sound is





The rate at which a sound 
pattern is repeated



a measure of frequency



a hearing loss in the range 
of 26-40 dB HL; person 
may miss up to 50% of 
conversation (especially if 
voices are soft or the 
environment is noisy)



a hearing loss in the range of 
41-55 dB HL; conversation 
from 3 to 5 feet away can be 
understood if the environment 
and topic is controlled



a hearing loss in the 
range of 71-90 dB HL; 
can only hear loud noises 
at close distances



a hearing loss in the range of 
91+ dB HL; for all practical 
purposes, individuals in this 
range rely on vision rather 
than hearing to process 
information



A hearing loss in only 
one ear



A hearing loss in both 
ears



a hearing loss that 
happens or develops 
gradually or in stages





to identify where a sound is 
coming from



a method used to 
comprehend spoken words 
by interpreting movements 
on the speaker’s lips



how a person produces 
spoken language



expressing or describing 
thoughts, feelings, or 
perceptions by the 
articulation of words



treatment for the 
improvement or cure of 
communication disorders



a two-syllable word that 
has equal emphasis on each 
syllable

 (Ex. Birthday, cowboy, 
airplane) 
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a professional who 
evaluates and provides 
treatment for speech, 
language, and 
communication



before the development of 
speech and language



after the development of 
speech and language



a period in a lifetime during 
which a specific stage of 
development usually 
occurs.  If it fails to do so, it 
cannot readily occur 
afterwards



the cause of a disease or 
condition 



 inflammation, infection, 
and/or fluid in the middle 
ear aka ear infection 



something that can cause 
temporary or permanent 
hearing loss, or make an 
existing hearing loss worse; 
usually referring to 
medications



a hearing loss that occurs 
in the middle or outer ear



a hearing loss that occurs 
in the inner ear



when a hearing loss has 
both a sensorineural
component and a 
conductive component



ear wax


